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ONE

WHO ARE CUCO?

A Branding, Marketing
& Digital Agency
CuCo are an award-winning, independent strategic

CuCo work alongside some of the world’s most forward-

branding and digital agency. Based on the South coast of

thinking international and UK brands, as well as helping

England (Bournemouth to be precise!) you will find us at

ambitious entrepreneurs to build their businesses from

the centre of the thriving digital hub known as the Silicon

point A upwards.

South.
We are brand-focused, strategy-driven and design-led
marketing consultants committed to the principles of
creative excellence.

Brands are talking with consumers more than ever, but
attention spans are becoming increasingly short and more
fragmented. Specialising in brand communication and
design, we execute powerfully persuasive creative ideas that
demand attention across multiple platforms both online and
offline.
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TWO

THE WAY WE WORK

Great Experiences,
Create Great Brands
Through brand strategy, CuCo design identity styles,

Digital Brilliance

build digital platforms and execute campaigns with

As an integrated agency for the digital world, we combine

a purpose. We create and develop brands that captivate

strategic intelligence and development expertise to design

today’s consumer. This is how we do it.

and build powerful platforms. Our approach is to solve
complex challenges and deliver beautiful, yet effective

Defining Brands

interface design, integrating creativity with the highest

Through brand vision and strategy, CuCo develop

levels of technology – all whilst minimising business

meaningful, cohesive brands that re-define market

disruption.

landscapes. We take the time to understand your
company’s purpose and work with you to develop a

Creative Vision

creative brief, resulting in the creation of unique brand

We harness original thinking and creative flair to develop

personalities and engaging brand experiences, both online

fresh, bold and commercially viable ideas.

and offline.

In the increasingly competitive advertising world, innovation
is required to ensure your brand is receiving the attention it

Strength in Strategy

deserves. Our campaigns trigger genuine emotion, prompt

CuCo provide our clients with strategic marketing

conversation and most importantly, drive short and long-

consultancy built on years of commercial experience and

term purchase behaviour.

marketing insight. Continual testing, planning and
adjustment ensures our clients point of difference is always
working as effectively as possible to generate the greatest
return on your investment.
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THREE

THE CREATIVE FOUNDATION

You wouldn’t hire someone
without meeting them first
CuCo was founded in 2008 by Creative Director Christian

establish project plans around these objectives and build a

Cutler and Managing Director Tony Cook.

team of experts around your needs. Rest assured that with
us you will have access to everyone working on the project

Our two founding directors have a vast knowledge and a
wealth of experience within the creative industry, working
on such brands as the RNLI, NHS, Early Learning Centre,
Disney and Black & Decker.

Fast forward to the CuCo of today and you’ll discover a
flourishing integrated agency full of highly passionate
individuals working together across the entire branding,
print and digital spectrum. Our team specialise in design-led
brand communication and we’ve earned a reputation for
doing great work across multiple platforms. The CuCo team
are an ambitious bunch who will spend as much time as is
needed to make sure we fully understand your business
objectives and what success will mean to you. We then
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at all times... including the creatives!

FOUR

OUR SERVICES

We’ll do whatever it takes to get your
brand the attention it deserves
Brand:

Digital:

Brand definition

Digital strategy

Brand development

WordPress website development

Branding workshops

Magento eCommerce design and build

Corporate guidelines

Responsive website design

Identity development

Content Management Systems (CMS)

Brand systems

Online content development

Strategy

HTML emails

Messaging & voice

User Interface (UI)

Creative direction

User Experience (UX)
Mobile and tablet apps

Strategy:
Campaign development

Creative:

Integrated communications planning

Creative idea development

Brand strategy

Marketing literature

Market research

Outdoor media planning and buying

Marketing strategy

Exhibitions and events

Content planning and creation

Direct marketing campaigns

HTML email campaigns

Advertising

SEO

Photography

Paid social campaigns

Illustration

Organic social media campaigns

PR

Adwords management

Packaging design
Print management
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A SELECTION OF OUR CLIENTS
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SIX

TESTIMONIALS

Our greatest satisfaction is knowing
our clients are happy

“

Our business is going through a huge transformation and

“

that is underpinned by the rebrand work CuCo are

they have been designing and building a completely new

producing for us. They have delivered an engaging, on point

website for our company. I and the rest of my colleagues

brand identity for our business and clearly taken the time to

have been immensely impressed with their professionalism,

ensure it is right for all of our key stakeholders. The work

responsiveness, patience, but most of all the end product

produced is of extremely high quality and it’s fascinating to

that they have produced. This has been beyond our

see how CuCo bring our ideas to life. I must also say they’ve

expectations and we are certainly very pleased with the

been a pleasure to work with thus far and we really feel they

result. Building a website has been a constant iterative and

care as much as we do about our brand – which is vital to

collaborative process between the client and designer, and

making the relationship a success.”

it has been a pleasure working together with CuCo. CuCo

| MARC ROGERS |
MARKETING MANAGER, COURTNEY THORNE

I have worked closely with CuCo over the past six months as

certainly have my strongest recommendation.”

| ANDREW BIRCHALL |
BUSINESS DIRECTOR, RICHARD LEWIS

“

I have always thoroughly enjoyed working with CuCo on a
variety of different projects. You can count on the team to
be extremely professional, friendly and efficient. It’s lovely
to come across an agency who really takes an interest in
your company’s vision and brand values, which you can be
assured will be incorporated into their fantastic designs. I
look forward to working with CuCo again in the near future
as we are always delighted with their finished product!”

| COLLETTE BRIDGEWATER |
HEAD OF MARKETING, NEW FOREST HOTELS
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SEVEN

RECOGNITION

We are a Multi-Award-Winning
Agency

CuCo are extremely proud to have picked up an

run by the Drum, the UK’s biggest marketing industry

impressive collection of accolades across branding,

magazine and website who undertake extensive

strategy and digital.

independent research with UK businesses. We have been
rated 100% on: Strategic Thinking, Account Management

Our agency have been awarded accreditation with D&AD,

and Value for Money.

one of the world’s most respected and influential creative
networks, as well as with the DBA, the official trade

Not only do CuCo receive industry recognition, we also

association for the UK design industry.

help our clients win awards in their respective fields. We
are particularly proud that CuCo’s design for

In 2015 CuCo were the only agency in the South of England

Bournemouth’s Holidays and Short Breaks Guide was

to win a RAR award to add to our trophy cabinet, ‘Best for

chosen out of hundreds of other destination brochures as

delivering On-Budget 2015,’ as

‘Best Brochure of the Year’ at The Carrier Direct Marketing

well as being runners up in a phenomenal twelve

and British Destination Awards, giving our beautiful

categories, including ‘Best in Client Service 2015’,

seaside home the recognition it deserves.

‘Best in Creativity/Innovation 2015’ and ‘Best in
Effectiveness 2015’.

Year on year, CuCo have been awarded a place on the
Recommended Agency Register – an independent guide
and key benchmark of the best agencies in the business
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LIKE WHAT WE HAVE TO SAY?

LET’S TALK

Whatever you’re looking to achieve, feel free to call
our studio for an informal chat, drop us an email or
pop in for a cup of tea and some fresh ideas – we’d
love to hear from you.
How we would do it
E hello@cucocreative.co.uk
How your parents would do it
T 01202 911959
How your kids would do it
Twitter @cucocreative
Facebook cucocreative
cucocreative.co.uk
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Gild House, 72 Norwich Avenue West,
Bournemouth, Dorset BH2 6AW

